1. Please clarify if the Extron System is going to be the new standard or if other options are
available?
Response: The Extron systems are the de facto existing standard. We have multiple
generations of Extrons installed at the district. We are not interested in replacing those
systems with this procurement.
2. The job walk seemed to directly contradict the bid documents. It seems this bid would be better
fit as unit pricing of options. Otherwise there is no way to compare that vendors are providing
the same standards. Please consider unit pricing of the following: Projector replacement,
Adding HDMI, New Extron Polevault System. This information and clarity if imperative in order
for vendors to provide proposals that can be compared against each other.
Response: We believe there is no contradiction. We are not adding new Extron Pole-vault
systems in the base requirements--which is the basis for proposal comparisons. It was clear at
the walk-thru that the primary issue is the replacement of failing projectors using existing
mounts which may require attaching different (universal) mounting brackets to those mounts.
The HDMI connection component is intended to be as simple and non-invasive as possible-running an HDMI cable through existing pathways to the existing wall plate boxes and
replacing the wall plate with one that adds the HDMI connection port. Vendors asked (at the
walk thru) if they could propose options in the HDMI and mounting systems--such options are
welcomed (as options for consideration) as long as they don't cross boundaries that would
transition this project into a Public Works job.
3. Do you want Extron systems quoted or do you only need new projectors and HDMI?
Response: New projectors and HDMI connections.
4. Is Control systems required with button panels? If so, what rooms specifically?
Response: No
5. Are any rooms going to be installed from scratch or are they all modifications to existing
rooms? Please clarify and list rooms.
Response: All are modifications to rooms with existing projectors and mounting systems.

